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Collectiveness, Remoteness and Isolation as Factors

in Kibbutz Development Strategies
Dana Shapiro, Moshe Schwartz and David Pearlmutter
J. Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel
(shapiro.dana@gmail.com)
Erratic fuel prices threaten rural communities that are reliant on long-distance transport to

markets and employment. To explore how businesses cope with rising transport costs, we

analyze the transport strategies used on the kibbutz (pi. kibbutzim) with varying degrees

of collectiveness and geographical remoteness. Strategies were found to differ between
regions with high cost vulnerability, where fuel prices have elicited behavioral change,
and regions with lower vulnerability where adaptation is less evident. While remote and
isolated kibbutzim emphasize high value density products or localization, those less remote
focus on suburban development. The adaptive capacity of kibbutz enterprises rests on their

ability to leverage social and financial capital through collective action at local or regional
scales.

Keywords: rural development, social capital, kibbutz, transportation.
ףותיש, םיצוביקב תותיפ תויגטרטסאב םילוקישכ דודיבו קוחיר
םיכורא םיקחרמל הלבוה לע תוכמתסמה תוירפכ תוליהק לש ןתלכלכ לע םימייאמ םייתדונתו םיהובג קלד יריחמ,
תורוחס עונישו םידבוע תעסהל. הז בצמ םע תודדומתה יכרד ןוחבל ידכ, תומרב םיצוביק לש הלבות תויגטרטסא ונחתינ

ץראה זכרממ םינוש העיסנ יקחרמב סימקוממהו תונוש ףותיש.

םיצוביק ןיב תיגטרטסא תונוש תמייקש אצמ רקחמה. ושרדנ ךכ קלדה יריחמב םיפוכת םייוניש ולחש לככ ללככ
הנתשמה ריחמה םע תודדומתהל תיתריצי הבישחלו יתוגהנתה יונישל םיצוביקה. ירוזאמ םיקחורמו םידדובמ םיצוביק
עוניש תדיחיל רתוי הובג ריחמ ילעב םירצומ רוצייל רובעל וטנ ףאו תימוקמ היגטרטסא חתפל וטנ הביל. םתמועל,
קושה תושירדל םאתהב םירצומ קוויש ומדיקו רברפ יבושיי לש תויגטרטסא חתפל וטנ ץראה זכרמל םיבורק םיצוביק

ויכרצו ךומסה. הלבות תויולעב םיפוכת םייונישל םיצוביקב םיילכלכ םילעפמ לש תולגתההש איה רקחמה תנקסמ
תירוזא וא תימוקמ המרב תיפותיש תוליעפ תועצמאב ילכלכהו יתרבחה םנוה תא ףנמל םתלוכיב היולת.

Introduction

Despite Israel's small size, the problem of rising fuel prices over the past decade poses a
challenge for rural communities reliant on long distance transport to markets and work

places. In addition, Israel's rural regions have recently undergone institutional changes
reshaping rural development. In an earlier paper (Shapiro et al. 2012), we examined the
implications of location on rural transport strategies, and here we consider the influence of

collectiveness as well. The kibbutz - a traditionally collectivist settlement - has moved to
more privatized forms. The emergent kibbutz landscape is highly pluralistic, providing an
ideal opportunity to explore how rural organizations belonging to communities with varied
extents of collectiveness and geographical remoteness are coping with rising fuel prices.

Horizons in Geography 81-82 (2012) 20*-38*
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Transport costs and rural development
Oil prices have risen with increasing volatility for the last 20 years (IEA 2010). This affects
the cost of nearly every commodity, but nowhere as starkly as in transportation - the single

largest oil-consuming sector (API 2008). Analysts predict that fuel prices may escalate due
to demand growth from emerging economies like China (Skeer and Wang 2007; EIA 2010).
Mounting apprehensions about the world oil market's stability are also fueled by geopolitical

tensions (Caruso 2008) and environmental limitations (Bentley 2010; Skrebowski 2008;
Campbell and Heapes 2008), as well as by unanticipated disasters, precipitated by ever
riskier operations (Loe 2010).

Since oil prices last peaked in 2008, it has been documented that rural communities are
among the hardest-hit, due to their peripheral location and low income levels (Krauss 2008;

Goodman 2008). The reliance of rural development strategies on long-distance transport

is part of a global market logic premised on economies of scale, spatial segregation of

production and consumption, and specialization of production spheres - with high
competition between regions. As this logic assumes constant availability of cheap fuel, if oil

prices do keep rising the challenge for rural communities will be compounded - given that

many already experience economic and social stagnation or decline (Buttel et al. 1990; Lowe
et al. 1999).
Despite Israel's relatively small size of about 22,000 square kilometers, the transport challenge

for rural communities is tangible. Urban development is concentrated in the country's
geographic center, such that regions in the far north and south are remote from major
economic hubs. Meanwhile, fuel tariffs account for about 50 percent of the retail gas price,
putting Israel in the highest fuel taxation bracket internationally while making transport costs

per kilometer among the world's highest (GTZ 2009). Over the last decade, gasoline prices

have nearly doubled and diesel prices have more than tripled (ICB 2010). In October 2008,
these costs dropped by about 20o/o due to the global economic crisis and subsequent decline
in world demand for fuel; since then, however, they have rebounded (Figure 1).

Transformation in the countryside: a natural experiment
While kibbutzim once held an elite position in Israeli society and were uniformly collectivist
in their organization, dramatic changes over the past 20-25 years have led to their pluralization

(Near 1985, 1992, 1997). Following the economic crisis of the mid-1980s, political and
demographic setbacks instigated organizational reforms towards increasing privatization
and individualism. These changes became so far-reaching that in 2002 a government

committee reconsidered the traditional kibbutz model, requiring new regulations for
income tax, land uses and physical planning. After much debate, the Ben-Rafael Committee

concluded that kibbutzim still qualify as a unique social setting as long as they maintain a
high level of mutually guaranteed welfare (Ben-Rafael and Topel 2009). The committee also
concluded that two kibbutz categories must now be distinguished: the 'collective kibbutz'
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Figure 1: Gasoline and diesel fuel prices in Israel, September 1999 - June 2010, S

Bureau of Statistics

(shitufi) and the 'renewing kibbutz' (mitchadesh), or literalyy: 'undergoin

the former category includes communities remaining loyal to the old mode

owned productive assets and real estate, equal distribution of profits, a

differentials of up to about 20o/o), the latter category encompasses any co

implemented differential salaries, privatization of apartments, or distribut

shares to members. According to official data (July 2010), 87 kibbutzim

third) are now classified as collectivist (shitufiim) and 112 (about 40o/o), as

additional 73 kibbutzim still belong to the 'old' kibbutz category, not y

capital to provide the minimal level of welfare required under the new le

While the paths of contemporary kibbutz life are divergent, kibbutzim in g

to behave much like other rural communities in Israel and throughout the

In light of its century-long history of survival (Near 2010), the kibbutz

relevant to other rural communities struggling to adapt to changing eco

parts of the U.S., Europe and Japan, novel lifestyle patterns have been iden

dynamic exchanges between urban and rural economic and social circle

Smith 2005; Shapiro and Wolf 2007; Ishikawa 2010; Perlin 2010; Bicik 201

These require, among other things, increased transportation of people a
of goods.

Recent kibbutz trends include a decrease in production-oriented ventures and a rise
in individual entrepreneurship, as well as growth in the tourism and service sectors
(Heilbrunn 2005a, 2005b; Samuel and Heilbrunn 2001). Real estate development is also on
the rise, as new neighborhoods are built for permanent non-member residents who in turn

buy services from the kibbutz. While more "outsiders" are moving in, greater numbers of
kibbutz members are traveling out for work (Amiran 1996; Machline 2006), both in renewed

kibbutzim and in many collective ones. These trends have modified the integral nature of
the kibbutz, blurring the fundamental distinction which it traditionally maintained from its
immediate environment -socially, structurally, and territorially.
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Background
Economic studies of resource consumption often focus on the price elasticity of demand - a

quantitative measure of consumer responsiveness to changes in price (Baumol and Blinder
1998). Oum et al. (1990) suggest that broad generalization about fuel demand elasticities is
impossible given the diversity of market conditions in different countries. Demand elasticity

data are particularly problematic for the private sector, as hardly any empirical studies
have looked at individual firms (Oum et al. 1990), and considerable variation exists in price
elasticity estimates for commercial demand. In light of these complexities, the present study

uses qualitative as well as quantitative data, to provide a "thick" description of kibbutz
business strategies. Rather than focusing solely on numerical indicators such as kilometers

traveled or liters of fuel purchased, our analysis relies on descriptive accounts generated
from in-depth interviews.

While some analysts predict that the price elasticity of fuel demand is decreasing (Fulton
and Eads 2004), recent traffic data from the U.S. show that years of high gasoline prices have

reduced the number of miles driven per capita (Small and van Dender 2007; Fairfield 2010; US
FHWA 2007). This trend contrasts with that observed over the past 50 years, as fuel demand

in the U.S. has been less elastic than in other countries (Goodwin et al. 2004). Reducing the
physical distances over which people and goods are transported is particularly pertinent to
localization, a concept which has recently gained attention in the rural development literature

(Sonnino 2004; Marsden and Smith 2005).

Beyond reducing the costs and pollution associated with lengthy commuting, localization
implies establishing locally owned and operated businesses, helping retain profits within

the community or region (Marsden 2004). Studies of local development have reported
additional benefits such as the ability to enhance the multiplier effect (Brunori and Rossi
2000), increase social cohesion (Eastham 2003), strengthen the sense of community, reduce
vulnerability to market shifts, and improve efficiency in the use of natural and cultural
resources. Yet despite this potential, the results of localization have so far been modest in
terms of the proportion of rural communities impacted, the numbers of jobs created, and the

incomes generated. Moreover, as a viable "transport strategy" localization has not received
sufficient attention; veritable gaps exist in our understanding of precisely how, or to what
extent, shortening the distance traveled is a real alternative for rural firms. Other strategies
may be more effective, or easier to implement.

One such strategy is exploiting products whose value is extremely high relative to their
shipping costs. Beuthe et al. (2001) suggest that when a firm's net revenues rise, higher fuel
costs may translate into proportionally smaller increases in the effective cost of travel. This
logic is supported by Cooper's (1993) findings that logistical strategies are related to product

value density: high value density may allow the global transport of finished products,
supplies and employees, while low value density restricts the physical distance covered encouraging a strategy of increased localization instead. Flexibility also may play a key role
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in the logistical success of organizations. Decentralization of production may

economical transport of some goods, by allowing for proximity to markets

(Cooper 1993).

While organizations with sufficient access to capital may emphasize high va

or adopt more efficient logistical arrangements, others have little room for ch

business protocol. Kayser (2000) proposed that at lower income levels, travel

been reduced to a minimum, leaving little room for adjustment to higher pr

Flora (1993) have shown that some surplus is required for adaptation. Researc

the capacities required for development in rural settings have focused on th
capitals - referring to the resources enabling

a person or organization to maximize
profits (Svendsen and Svendsen 2004). In
particular, social capital has gained credence

among rural development researchers and
practitioners, thanks to its empirical link to

economic development (Flora et al. 1997;
Solow 2000; Knack and Keefer 1997; Cooke
and Wills 1999). Defined as features of social
organization such as networks, norms and trust,

social capital produces resources, allowing

"the achievement of ... goals that in its

absence would not be possible" (Milner
2002). In this study, the importance of
social capital lies in its potential to facilitate
adaptation, or strategic responses to changing

circumstances (Burt 2003).

Methodology
This study analyzes how rural communities

in Israel are adjusting to increased fuel
prices through a case study of nine kibbutzim

with varied degrees of collectiveness and

geographical remoteness and isolation.
The latter is represented by three selected
regions in Israel, defined by regional council

jurisdictions (Newman 1991). Hevel Eilot is
remote and isolated, Galil Elion is remote

but not isolated, and Sha'ar HaNegev is
neither remote nor isolated (Figure 2). Three
Figure one
2: Map of case study regions
kibbutzim were selected in each region:
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collective kibbutz, one highly privatized kibbutz, and a third "partly" privatized kibbutz
(Table 1). Tables 2-4 compare the demographic and economic characteristics of the kibbutzim

by region. Data collection involved interviews with community and business managers.
An additional six interviews were conducted at three other kibbutzim, selected to afford
additional perspective about the economic strategies used in each region. Narrative analysis

helped identify transport strategies, and categorize them into strategy groups. Special
attention was given to the forms of capital needed to implement each strategy - reflecting

Emery and Flora's (2006) "community capitals" approach.
Geographic data describing the precise locations of firm employees, suppliers, and customers

were processed with ArcGIS software in order to generate spatial maps depicting each
kibbutz's economic geography. These maps helped visualize the geographic implications
of strategy groups and helped compare the extent of localization across enterprises and
kibbutzim. Quantitative data were used to assess the relative importance of strategies by
calculating the pertinent net revenues and transport costs of businesses using them.
Results and Discussion

From interviews with community and business managers in which respondents discussed
how their respective organizations deal with increased fuel prices, we identified transport
strategies aimed at minimizing the weight of transport costs relative to net income generated.

We defined a transport strategy as any method or combination of methods used by a business
to maximize its ability to cope with high fuel prices. This ability may be quantified by a firm's

"transport sensitivity ratio" (TSR):
TSR = transport costs / net revenues

where:
transport costs = (cost per unit shipped over a unit distance) x (quantity of units shipped) x (mean

distance shipped); and
net revenues = (net value per unit) x (quantity of units sold)

Any method used to minimize TSR (thus minimizing the firm's sensitivity and maximizing

its ability to cope with increased transport costs) may target one or more of the equation
variables:

1. Net value per unit is an item's value density, where the net value is monetary income
after deducting non-transport operating expenses ($ or NIS), while the unit refers to a
quantity of goods or services

2. Quantity of units sold is the total volume of income-generating goods (in m3 or kg) or
services
3. Cost per unit shipped over a unit distance is the cost incurred to ship a unit volume of goods

(m3 or kg) over a unit distance (km), depending on logistical arrangements, or other
specificities relevant to shipping mode
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Table 1: Nine case-study kibbutzim

Collective

Remote

Remote

Isolated

Not isolated

Not isolated

1. Ketura

4. Sasa

7. Gevim

Not remote

Less privatized

2. Grofit

5. Dan

Privatized

8. Or Ha'Ner

3. Yahel

6. Ha'Goshrim

9. Nir Am

Table 2: Comparison of Hevel Eilot kibbutzim
Kibbutz

Organization

Year
founded

name

Population

Number of

Main business branches *

members

(by net revenues)

1. Ketura

Collective

1973

287

145

2. Grofit

Semi

1963

274

90

1977

187

48

Industry, hi-tech; Dates; Dairy;
Accounting; Tourism

Industry plastics; Rentals; Dairy;
Dates; Field crops; Flower seeds;
Garage

privatized
3. Yahel

Privatized

Dates; Rentals; Dairy; Agriculture/
packinghouse; Accounting; Tourism

* Does not include members working off-kibbutz, or 'outside work branches'.

Table 3: Comparison of Sha'ar HaNegev kibbutzim
Kibbutz

Year
Organization

founded

name

Population

Number of

Main business branches*

members

(by net revenues)

Gevim

Collective

1947

360

108

Industry, plastics; Rentals; Field

Or

Semi

1957

480

145

HaNer

privatized

Industry, metals; Carrot

Nir Am

Privatized

crops

packinghouse; Field crops; Rentals;
Food service

1943

370

110

Industry, cutlery; Rentals; Field

crops; Tourism
* Does not include members working off-kibbutz, or 'outside work branches'

Table 4: Comparison of Galil Elion kibbutzim
Kibbutz

Organization

Year

founded

name

Sasa

Collective

1949

Population

Number of
members

400

220

Main business branches*
(by net revenues)
Industry, armory; Industry,

chemicals; Orchards; Chicken
Dan

Semi

1939

560

coops; Information service; Beef
190

privatized
HaGosherim

Privatized

Industry, light architecture;

Aquaculture; Orchards; Field
1948

500

220

crops; Apiary; Industry, plastics

Tourism; Orchards; Field crops;
Chicken coops; Rentals; Food

service
 יDoes not include members working off-kibbutz, or 'outside work branches'.
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4. Quantity of units shipped is the total volume (m3) or mass (kg) of goods, or number of

people (i.e. employees) transported
5. Mean distance shipped is the physical distance over which a unit quantity of goods is
shipped, or over which a person travels (km)

Transport strategies identified
Seven groups of transport strategies were identified, each focusing on one of the equation
variables listed above. As seen in Table 5, each strategy also corresponds with a geographic

range, in terms of main markets served and locations from which horizontal linkages
(between similar firms) and vertical linkages (between a firm and its upstream suppliers or

downstream buyers) are drawn.
The first strategy group, localization, was identified in relative terms as a restriction of the

distance between a given kibbutz or business and its customers, suppliers or employees.
Five levels of localization were observed: kibbutz market, kibbutz integration, regional market,
regional integration and increased local activities. A kibbutz market strategy was identified when

a large portion of a firm's end-user customer base consisted of individuals or organizations
located on the same kibbutz. Similarly, kibbutz integration referred to circumstances under

which a large portion of a firm's horizontal or vertical linkages included organizations on

the same kibbutz. The same description applied at the regional level, when the majority
of a firm's end-user customers or suppliers were located within the surrounding region.
The fifth tier of localization, increased local activities, involved a shift from one market or
activity location to another, closer to the kibbutz. This may extend up to the domestic level
for products previously exported, moving from the national to the regional scale, or shifting

activities to within the the kibbutz itself. A particularly clear example of localization comes
from Kibbutz Kfar Giladi, not one of the nine in-depth cases but included in the study for

additional perspective. Due to increased fuel prices in recent years, Kfar Giladi Quarries
(the kibbutz's main income source for over 50 years) has reduced the market radius for its
Table 5: Transport strategies identified were grouped into seven categories, relating to one of the
equation variables and applicable to one or more geographic areas.
Transport strategy
1. Localization

Equation variables targeted

Geographic application

(5) distance

Kibbutz; Region; Domestic

- Kibbutz market and integration
- Regional market and integration
- Increased local sales and activities

2. High value density

(1) net value/unit

Foreign

3. Information

(4) units shipped

All

4. Logistical arrangements

(3) cost/(unit x distance)

Region; Domestic; Foreign

5. Foreign business network

(5) distance

Foreign

6. Cheaper transport mode

(3) cost/(unit x distance)

Region; Domestic; Foreign

7. Negotiation

(3) cost/(unit x distance)

Domestic; Foreign
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cheaper goods by 30 percent. This reduction in distance shipped is illustrated by
60o/o of quarry products are now sold within a 45 km radius of the extraction

While localization focuses on reducing distance to minimize TSR, the strategy o
density works to increase the monetary value per unit. When products with a

value per unit are shipped, transport costs become negligible compared to re

The strategy may involve raising the value density of existing products, or d

the market share of products with low value per unit. A good example is
Algatech - Kibbutz Ketura's hi-tech algae plant in the Arava desert. Despite

isolated location, Algatech can afford a global market, thanks to its lucrati
dietary antioxidant valued at $10,000 per kilogram. Algatech's main clients

Europe and the U.S. According to Algatech's chairman (a member of Ketura
product is so valuable, transport costs do not matter as much".

The third transport strategy group, information, uses "massless" products

minimize the quantity of material shipped. If non-material goods can be transmitted

rather than transported physically, it is possible to eliminate the need for shipp

This strategy was used by many micro-enterprises employing less than f

often staffed by a single owner-operator. Examples can be found on Ketura, w

entrepreneurial culture coupled with high education levels1 and institution
new businesses has fostered the development of information-based service

strategy was also employed by many small firms in privatized kibbutzim, wh

newly responsible for their own employment, work from home, leveraging co

technologies to contact clients and generate services.

The four remaining strategy groups are variations on the same theme: each

a firm's sensitivity to transport costs by targeting one TSR variable - eith

the numerator (transport costs) or maximizing the denominator (net revenu

arrangements reduce the cost of transport per unit shipped through logistical in

as trip consolidation or shipments concentration. A foreign business network a

the costs of exporting, by reducing the distance between end-user customers and s

or processing activities - for example, through strategic ties to sub-contract

partners abroad, or by establishing a foreign production site. Meanwhile, cheap

modes involve shifting i.e. from air to land, from land to sea, or from private veh

transit. Lastly, negotiation is a strategy aimed at reducing transport costs by ba
shipping companies.

Transport strategies by region

The use of transport strategies was found to be greater in the two remote regio

non-remote region (Figure 3). Businesses using at least one transport strateg
1 Ketura is often regarded as having the highest education level in the kibbutz movement.
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Figure 3: Transport strategy by region as a portion

Strategies in the legend are listed from top to bottom

8570 of net revenues in Hevel Eilot and 970/0 in G

In other words, half the businesses observed in

identifiable transport strategy. This is partly d

businesses, for which no transport strategies we

HaNegev performed reasonably well without such

one industrial plant in Galil Elion and for none o

Among the transport strategies used, localizat

Businesses using at least one form of localizatio

Eilot, 3870 in Galil Elion, and 3170 in Sha'ar Ha
prevalent in Hevel Eilot was regional integration.

kibbutz firms relied on joint ventures to help o

the regional networks were so robust that some

level kibbutz". The regional company Ardom, est

branches, has grown to become an umbrella or

service enterprises cooperatively owned and use
Hevel Eilot respondents, collective action is not

maximize savings.

In terms of labor localization, however, firm size

Spatial analysis of labor geographies revealed

most expansive workforces (Table 6). This relate
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a high portion of outside workers. Accordingly, logistical strategies were m

for kibbutzim in Galil Elion. Businesses using logistical innovations, often t

cost of transporting workers, contributed over 30o/o of Galil Elion's net reven

to less than 120/0 in Hevel Eilot and 0o/o in Sha'ar HaNegev. More generally: b

density and information contributed a larger portion of net revenues in Hevel E

40/0, respectively) than in Galil Elion (140/0 and ü.4%) or in Sha'ar HaNegev,
strategy was reported.

Table 6: Relation between the average worker commute by region and business si

the total number of workers and the number of outside workers in the largest kibbu

region. Blue arrows show the directionality, with larger firms associated with a hig
outside workers and greater worker commuting distances.

Region

Average

worker

commute (km)
Hevel Eilot, Remote isolated

Average 0/o of

Size of largest

workers from

kibbutz plant (by

outside the kibbutz

ave. # of workers)

7.7

13.6

29

Sha'ar HaNegev, Not remote not isolated

10.9

49.4

53

Galil Elion, Remote, Not isolated

23.6

83.4

427

Galil Elion (without Sasa)

13.7

77.6

140

The only transport strategy identified more often in Sha'ar HaNegev than in the two other

regions was cheaper transport modes. This might be due to the region's proximity to the
Ashdod port, making overseas transport cheap in comparison to both land and air shipping.
Additionally, shifting to a cheaper transport mode offers somewhat limited cost savings but
without requiring much disruption to firm activities.2 Thus, if sensitivity to transport costs
is not particularly high (as in Sha'ar HaNegev), shifting to a cheaper transport mode may be
an attractive option given its ease of implementation.

Transport strategies and extent of kibbutz privatization
The three collective kibbutzim evinced a higher use of transport strategies than the privatized

or semi-privatized ones (Figure 4). Only 70/0 of net revenues generated by collective kibbutz

firms came from organizations reporting no transport strategy use, compared to about
32X in the other kibbutz categories. The higher occurrence of businesses without transport

strategies in more privatized kibbutzim may be related to their weaker economies. As
depicted by the numerical index in Figure 4, total net revenues in the privatized and semi
privatized kibbutzim were almost 40To lower than in the collective ones. These results agree

with previous studies showing that collective kibbutzim tend to be wealthier, perhaps
because higher earnings have allowed them to remain collective despite the movement
wide economic crisis from the mid-1980s on (Ben-Rafael and Topel 2009). Our findings also
Ocean freight shipping rates can vary often and suddenly; they depend not only on fuel prices but also on
industry and market factors, including the often unpredictable shippers union.
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Figure 4: Transport strategies by community structure. Strategies

increasing capital intensity. Numbers to the right of each bar sho

each kibbutz group as an index or scale, generated from known qu
derived from available figures.

correspond with Flora and Flora's (1993) assertion that succ

equipped for adaptation, as some surplus is required for risk
In addition to exhibiting a higher use of transport strategies

strategies requiring greater investment of material capital (i.

arrangements, and foreign business networks). Conversely,

lower capital demands and was most often used by privatized

of net revenues, compared with 32.530 in semi-privatized kib

ones. Localization can be employed wherever there is a su

organizations and customers, and rather than requiring ex

capital, it appears to depend on social capital, as network lin

economic gain. The prevalence of localization across all re

privatized kibbutzim, in particular, can thus be explained b

- making it a pragmatic option for small, young or cash-s
alternative coping methods.

The prevalence of capital-intensive strategies in collective k

ones in more privatized kibbutzim also relates to the types of

relatively successful industries more prevalent in collective

service ventures in privatized kibbutzim. However, collecti

advantage in implementing some low capital strategies as we
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important means of cost-saving for tourism ventures, was facilitated by collecti

more extensive community services and relatively high bonding social capita

redundant ties found within a collective community (Ostrom 1990; Flora an

While mutual responsibility, trust and reciprocity tend to lower transaction co

and Svendsen 2004), they appeared to enhance tourism enterprises' access to
resources, including service branches and the human capital of members.

However, high internal community integration was not limited to collectiv

Hagoshrim Hotel, belonging to a highly privatized kibbutz, remained able to

of its own services in-house, thanks to its large size. In fact, as Kibbutz HaGosh

its collective services, the hotel procured unprofitable branches including th

zoo and sports fields, providing amenities for residents and tourists alike. Ha

even became a source of material resources and information (including linkag
customers) for other businesses in the community, thereby providing central

administered by the kibbutz. In this way, material or physical capital may be s

social capital when the latter has been eroded (Cohen et al. 2010).

Another example of social capital providing a relative advantage in collect
was the use of cheaper transport modes by members working off-kibbutz

On collective Ketura, practically all outside workers relied on public trans

commuting mode than private vehicles, preferred by about half of semi-privat

outside workers and nearly all of privatized Yahel's (Figure 5). One exp

involve Ketura's "strong ties," which build cohesion and strengthen shared n

"proper" behavior. Bonding social capital has been shown to lower the costs

and enforcement (Burt 2003; Ostrom 1990) and also those of managing collec

(Taylor and Singleton 1993) such as a shared kibbutz car fleet. Thus in a collect
may be easier for the leadership to influence individual behavior.

Another interesting relation between privatization and outside work involves t

members working off-kibbutz, found to be lower in collective kibbutzim in al

(Figure 6). This may be due to their stronger economic positions, as all th

kibbutzim had successful industries and provided members with more services

collective ones. Thus they offered more employment opportunities, whereas

struggling with economic hardship tended to encourage members to look for h

positions outside.

This evidence strengthens our finding that the relation between community

adaptive capacity, as expressed through the application of transport strateg

confounded by collective kibbutzim's relative wealth. While it is assumed

for financially-able communities to remain collective (Abramitsky 2008; Be

Topel 2009), additional explanations may exist. Some researchers have sugg

wealthier rural areas become rich because they are civic, and others have fo

capital contributes to economic development, and may even be a precondition
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and Mooney 2002; Granovetter 2004). Flora and Flora (1993) found that en

communities are willing to tax themselves, and that economic development

often rests on the willingness to invest collectively. Thus for the collective kib

study, underlying cultural norms and network features may have helped re

structures, as well as fostering business success and adaptation to price chan
Conclusion

This study explores the convergence of two trends: kibbutz privatization and rising
transport costs. The intersection of these phenomena provides an opportunity to test how

rural communities with varying degrees of collectiveness and geographical remoteness
respond to disadvantageous and uncertain market conditions. Beyond elucidating how
rural communities cope with rising fuel prices, however, this study points to the emergence

of new economic forms in kibbutzim. Specialized industries exporting high value products
can be found alongside small service ventures, many of them information-based or focused

on the local demands of residents and tourists. These trends diverge from those which
dominated rural development in Israel and across the developed world for the past fifty
years - justifying discussion of a 'new' model.
At the same time, economic strategies found in regions with high transport-cost vulnerability

differ from those in regions with lower vulnerability (i.e. non-remote regions) - leading to

the emergence of two distinct economic models: one in which increased fuel prices have
elicited behavioral change, and another in which prices are not yet high enough to require
widespread adoption of transport strategies. In the less remote region, the economy appears

focused on real estate development, with coinciding "suburbanization" as an increasing
portion of residents commute daily into the city for work. Meanwhile, remote and isolated

kibbutz firms focus on either high value density or localization, two sides of the transport
sensitivity coin. Vulnerability to the vagaries of global market forces may push businesses in
more remote and isolated regions to keep searching for more lucrative products, or to shrink

the radius of sales and labor pools.
While geography affects communities' sensitivity to transport costs and, by extension, their

need for and adoption of transport strategies, the role of community collectiveness is less

straightforward. Even in the most collective kibbutzim, rational economic management
clearly separated business from community matters, such that community structure had
no direct effect on transport strategies adoption. However, the variables shaping the latter
may depend on the capitals available for their implementation. While kibbutz collectiveness

was associated with higher use of transport strategies, both variables were also related to
wealth, raising questions about causal relations between the three factors. In general, more
capital is needed in times of change and challenge; social capital may be particularly valuable

as it helps form strategic networks - local and non-local, though more conventional forms
of capital (i.e. physical, financial) may substitute for social capital when the latter is lacking.
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Despite the kibbutz's unique beginnings, its plurality of collective and individual economic

activity seems aligned with social structures found or proposed elsewhere (Ray 2002).
Remnants of Israel's socialist rural system (i.e. regional cooperatives) still provide kibbutzim

with advantages, though some organizations have adopted a hybrid cooperative-private
structure. The emergent kibbutz framework thus reinforces the assertions of rural researchers

in other countries who see collective structures and social capital as vital ingredients for
rural innovation and adaptation - especially in times of change and challenge.
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